SPATIO-TEMPORAL DATABASE DESIGN ARCHITECTURE (STDDA): A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
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ABSTRACT—Most of the real world applications involve objects defined over both spatial and temporal attributes, usually termed as spatio-temporal objects. These objects can be found in various applications and in various domains such as traffic monitoring, environmental systems, weather systems, disease spread-out, multimedia content management, bio-diversity, air traffic control systems and many more. Classical database models don’t have an inbuilt semantics to represent spatial and temporal attributes in an efficient way. The object-relational database model is more realistic and suitable for representing spatio-temporal objects keeping both the object definition and relational structure together. In this paper we present architecture for spatio-temporal database design (STDDA) and highlight the important concepts for designing a database model for involving both spatial and temporal data semantics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A spatio-temporal data model signifies the temporal evolution of spatial objects over time. Spatio-Temporal Database Systems (STDB) have the intrinsic mechanism to offer complete database functionality for managing applications, involves both spatial and temporal characteristics [9,11]. Mostly, the relational database model and object oriented database model are further extended to include spatial and temporal semantics to manage data in various dynamic environments such as air traffic control, traffic monitoring [13] disease spread-out [24], web data semantics [21,29] and environmental changes.

STDB has been an important topic of research for the last decade, as there are several real world applications like, monitoring applications, land control systems, road network management, land management, and geographic information systems, have both spatial and temporal behaviors which should be modeled and stored in the database. Objects having both spatial and temporal behavior are very complex in nature and the traditional database models are deficient in managing multi-dimensional behavior of objects in an effective and efficient manner [9,11,28].

Spatio-temporal object changes its shape and dimension over its itinerary, exhibits both spatial and temporal qualities, it may change its dimension (i.e., shape and location) with respect to time. The question is how to model and store such objects in databases.

The commercial database management systems are constrained in providing full spatial and temporal data support. They are deficient in providing spatio-temporal data types, spatio-temporal operations, indexing mechanisms and efficient spatio-temporal query language support. There are different database layered architectures in use to support spatio-temporal features in existing database applications with limited functionalities. Unlike simple objects, spatio-temporal objects generate continuous data and it is difficult to capture the real semantics in a database. In the case of spatio-temporal objects we have an extra dimension, object value, the time of occurrence and the spatial coordinates. Spatio-temporal nature of objects have become a main aspect of various real world applications and providing DBMS support for these applications is very much needed. For example, in real time monitoring and tracking systems, providing effective efficient and instant handling of spatio-temporal data is of prime importance. Managing spatio-temporal data involves many challenges, in terms of defining appropriate data structures, definition, storage, retrieval and manipulation [9,28].

Although, spatio-temporal semantics of data objects have been studied and various database models and architectures are proposed but there are few complete STDB systems exist to manage ubiquitous nature of complex objects and provide full support for spatio-temporal data types, index mechanisms, operations, spatial and temporal constraints and query processing [6,30]. It is essential to streamline the important aspects of STDBs and to identify key issues involved in STDB design. Therefore, we proposed generic Spatio-Temporal Design Architecture (STDDA) for object relational environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we proposed architecture STDDA. In Section 4, we investigate few spatio-temporal models and architectures proposed in the literature. In section 5, we covered the related work and finally in section 6, we highlight some issues for future work and present our conclusions.

II. METHODS

An Object-Relational Database (ORDB) model is primarily based on relational data model with implicit object oriented features. The key is to maintain the fundamental structure of a relation as per the relational model. However, certain object oriented features can be associated with the definition of a relation which includes definition of abstract data types, user defined types, behavior, class abstraction and object referencing. Modern database systems have already included some of the important object oriented features in the product. ORDB systems have the inbuilt semantics for managing the spatio-temporal data and semantics [9].

The advantages of ORD include impedance mismatch removal, class definition, object referencing, more effective modelling mechanism of complex objects, use of abstract data types, object persistent and object encapsulation. There are some implementations of the spatial and temporal databases based on object relational approaches [18].
III. Spatio-Temporal Database Design Architecture (STDDA)

The proposed architecture is based on the existing architectures and it provides a generic approach for the design of STDB. The basic idea is to highlight the temporal and spatial semantics useful in the design of such databases. The proposed architecture STDDA “Fig. 1” is divided into three layers, presentation (application), middle layer (logical) and physical layer (database). The users at the presentation layer use the database in the same manner and much of the task is done at the middle layer, which has a spatio-temporal query interface with the presentation layer. Users can run queries involving spatial and temporal constructs and access the database. The presentation layer may be designed in accordance with the application and the domain for example, an interface for the physicians to look after the cancer growth in the body or a user interface to monitor weather conditions in a certain region.

Spatio-Temporal Database Systems (STDB) are mainly categorized into three types. First, called standard relational with additional spatio-temporal layer is deployed to work on top of a standard relational DBMS, shown in “Fig. 2a”. Second, thin layer spatio-temporal DBMS architecture with standard DBMS as underlying layer and a file system. Spatial and temporal data and indexes are stored in the file system, represented in “Fig. 2b”. Third, thick layer spatio-temporal DBMS architecture, which is more realistic and deal with the extension in existing DBMS to incorporate complex data types, access methods, storage definitions and query processing methodology. In fact, it redefines the whole database kernel shown in “Fig. 2c”.

(a) Database with spatio-temporal layer

(b) Thin layer spatio-temporal database architecture

(c) Thick layer spatio-temporal database architecture

Figure 2: Database Design Architectures

The middle layer of this architecture is really important and it deals with the temporal and spatial semantics in detail [9][11]. There are many important concepts attached with time such as representation of time, time point to time interval, discrete vs continuous time, valid or transaction time, attribute or tuple time-stamping and time granularity [5][8]. Similarly the spatial objects have their own characteristics, object representation, dimension, direction, movement, and spatial relationships. In many real life applications the spatial object has time dimension called as spatio-temporal object. The object orientation, movement or displacement is with respect to the time value (timestamp) associated with the object. The identification of spatio-temporal objects, their characteristics and behaviors is a difficult task and it must be reflected in the database design. Building domain ontologies for specific applications is another important concern [11][15]. Each application has its own data ontology which is specific for a certain domain. Geographical information systems, land management systems, medical and health applications have their own data ontology and it must be incorporated into final database design. The conceptual design is based on either the extended version of ERM or UML approach in the case of relational
and object oriented databases respectively [15][20]. However, the object-relational database is the best model for the STDB design because it follows the strong mathematical foundations of relational model and also incorporates the some of the important object oriented features like abstract data type, inheritance, and object persistence.

A. Temporal Data Semantics [17,59]

1) Valid Time (VT)
Valid time records the time in the database when a given fact is effective or valid on a certain time point or interval. It captures the time when an event or fact happened in the modelled reality. Valid time is always independent as compare to the recording (transaction) time of a fact. Most of the models use two attributes to represent start and end time of a valid time interval.

2) Transaction time (TT)
The transaction timestamps defines the time when a record is inserted, deleted or updated in temporal database. Transaction time is also called as recording time. It is important to keep versions of the database and rollback operations can be performed on the database. It is represented as a pair of attributes (transaction start time, transaction end time)

3) Bi-Temporal
A bi-temporal database model includes both valid and transaction time dimensions. Complete temporal behaviour (historic and rollback) is only represented in the bi-temporal database model. BCDM model is a bi-temporal model and represents the complete temporal semantics.

4) Time Domain
Time is a very complex phenomenon to model in temporal databases because it is continuous and multi-dimensional in nature. Time domain can be further classified as discrete time domain ((T, ≤), isomorphic to natural numbers) and continuous time domain ((R, ≤), isomorphic to real numbers). Temporal database models are also categorized as linear time and branching time models. Linear time refers to ordered set of time units flow from past to future whereas branching time is divided into many timelines from a certain time point, which are linearly ordered.

5) Time Granularity
Time granularity defines the time units (seconds, minute, hour, day, week) associated with a temporal fact. Usually we define granularity by partitioning the Gregorian calendar into fine granules according to the definition of temporal object. Granularity is defined as a mapping function which maps the time domain into a set of numbers (integers). The smallest possible granule is termed as chronon [2].

Managing mixed granularities in a database is a difficult task [3]. Conversion functions and procedures are required to convert granularities into one another during query processing and data retrieval.

6) Time Points and Time Intervals
Time point refers to a single attribute which stores a time value (timestamp) associated with any time varying attribute. In contrast, time interval records a pair of values, start and end time attributes to represent interval. The third approach is to record a set of time intervals associated with a certain fact. Most of the temporal database models use time interval approach for modelling. A very good analysis and study of point and interval types can be found [23]. Allen [1], in his remarkable work, presented a set of thirteen temporal comparisons operators (predicates) for time intervals, given in “Fig. 3”.

7) Tuple Time-Stampping
In this approach timestamp is recorded with a tuple of a temporal relation [8]. Whenever there is a modification (insert, update, delete) in an attribute values a new tuple is added into a relation. The advantage of tuple time stamping approach is its compatibility with the classical relational model as it follows the First Normal Form (FNF) assumption. Most of the proposed temporal database models are the extensions of relational model and used tuple time stamping approach [8,13]. Tuple time stamping can be implemented using both valid time and transaction time attributes. Data redundancy is one of the bigger disadvantages of tuple time stamping technique.

8) Attribute Time-Stampping
In this approach the timestamp is recorded with every time varying attribute in a temporal relation [13]. Different attribute timestamps can be used if there are multiple time varying attributes in a relation. Therefore, there is no data redundancy in attribute time stamping compare to time stamping approach. Historic values are represented in the same tuple for each time-varying attribute of a single relation [8]. Theoretically, the attribute time stamping approach is more convenient and natural but practically it is more complex then tuple time stamping approach.
10) **Temporal Database Types**

The temporal databases are further categorized into four types, on the basis of combination of valid time and transaction time [8]. These four types are snapshot, rollback, historical and bi-temporal databases represented in “Fig. 4”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(VT)</th>
<th>Snapshot Database (Classic approach)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>¬(VT)</td>
<td>Rollback Database (Keep versions)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(VT)</th>
<th>Historical Database (manage histories)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>¬(VT)</td>
<td>Bi-Temporal Database (Eg. BCDM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4: Temporal Database Types**

B. **Spatial Data Semantics**

A spatial data model is a data model which defines the properties of static objects and the operation performed on those objects [11]. These objects may be defined by spatial data types like point, line, and region are represented in “Fig. 5a”. Examples of point, line and region are all the bus stops for a local bus service in a city, connections (pathways) from one railway station to another in a city, and disease spread in certain areas of a city, respectively.

There are certain operations to be performed on spatial objects, which include, the set operations (geometric intersection, union, and difference), other operations such as (overlap, meet, include) and to locate the direction of an object with respect to another object as shown in “Fig. 5b”.

Spatial databases are designed to represent, store and process spatial data efficiently with the help of spatial attributes. Spatial attributes store the position (coordinates) of the object w.r.t. the geographic environment. A spatial attribute on one hand have an attribute value and also have a spatial attribute, for instance “traffic signal” on a road network inside a “city”, represents the position of an object and not the attributes of an object itself. Spatial database offers, spatial data types, constraints, data models and query processing.

**Table 1: Space vs Time**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objects or containers for objects</td>
<td>Objects exist (move) in space with respect to time point or time interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial domains may be discrete, dense or continuous</td>
<td>Temporal domain may be discrete, dense or continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random movement of objects in space</td>
<td>Time is not random, it is unidirectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial object in space is dynamic but static in case of container</td>
<td>Time is dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited definition</td>
<td>Unlimited definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follows non-linear order</td>
<td>Follows linear order (T,&lt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited dimensions</td>
<td>Unlimited dimensions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5a: Spatial object definition**

C. **Spatio-Temporal Semantics**

Spatio-temporal semantics (ontology), represents both spatial and temporal concepts as shown in “Table 1”. STDB model should incorporate both spatial and temporal database concepts while implementing STDB [4]. Hence, it is vital to comprehend the important database concepts required to create STDB systems. As a first step, research in spatial and temporal areas was realized independently.

Spatial databases have concentrated on design, modeling and querying dimensions (geometries) associated with objects, but keeping in the database the current status of spatial objects. Thus, spatial databases are static databases. Temporal databases, however, expanded the information in databases so that the previous states of objects were kept along with the current state of the modelled reality.

STDBs have the capacity to manage database applications which possesses both spatial (space coordinates) and temporal (timestamps) attributes. Most of STDB’s are the extensions of spatial database models to include temporal features, in order to deal with the complex dynamic environments, like moving objects, traffic flow etc. The need to join spatial and temporal data in a single application arose as a natural fact.

D. **Spatio-Temporal Modelling Requirements**

There are many considerations in modeling spatio-temporal data in the literature [4][11]. Some of the important spatio-temporal modeling requirements are:

- Object identification and representation with spatial coordinates (attributes) and its existence in time (point or interval).
- Need to capture the change in object movement (displacement) in space with respect to time.
• Definition of spatial attributes and organization into layers.
• Need to capture the change of spatial attributes over time.
• Association of spatial attributes to objects.
• Representation of spatial relationships among different objects with respect to time.
• Representation of relationships among spatial attributes in time.
• Specification of spatiotemporal integrity constraints for data correctness.

E. Spatio-Temporal Query Languages
The standard query language, SQL has no inbuilt semantics for managing spatio-temporal data in a database environment. Extended versions of database query languages are required to handle spatial and temporal data. Various types of query languages that are used for spatio-temporal query processing have been proposed in the literature. Most of them are the extended versions of existing query languages. HQL (Hibernate Query Language) is an extension of DEAL, and it provides almost all programming constructs (nesting, loop, conditional structure, functions etc.). It has operations similar to spatial relationship operators and good choice for spatio-temporal query handling. Spatial query languages in this context include Geo-Quel and GeoQL, STQL (extension of SQL)[10], which may be considered for Spatio-temporal query handling. Aforementioned languages serve for both spatial and temporal characteristics and offers generalized spatio-temporal query language paradigms. Representation of continuously moving objects is a big weakness of STQL. ST4SQL [22]. SQLST [7] is based on Worboy’s perception for spatio-temporal model. It is simple and based on time-point representation and provides directed-triangulation-based representation of spatial objects. Viqueira and Lorentzos [25] proposed SQL extension for spatio-temporal data, based on formal extension of the relational model.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is important to highlight the contribution of Tansel and Guting in the fields of temporal and spatial databases respectively. Their effort is the foundation for STDB models. Guting and Schneider [12] proposed a model which is totally independent of any specific data model. Guting [14] also proposed model for spatio-temporal data management. The Chorochronos project [4] proposed a framework for spatio-temporal DBMS and extended the entity relationship model to include temporal, spatial and spatio-temporal entities and relationships. Wachowicz and Healy [26] proposed a spatio-temporal data model, based on object oriented approach for handling geometric, topological and thematic properties of an object. Worboys [29], first time proposed the concept of object orientation in the context of modeling spatio-temporal data. He introduced the notion of spatio-temporal object.
Other important models include DOMINO [27] used for moving object databases, build on the concept of application layer functioning on the top of DBMS and focuses on present and future trajectory data. Peiquan [15] proposed the STXER approach, extension of ER model to incorporate spatial and temporal semantics. Matos [18] used abstract data types and modified the internal structure for the representation of spatio-temporal data.
STOC [30] extension in Oracle by using spatio-temporal data types and related operations developed as PL/SQL package. STXER [16] is an extended ER model for STDBs with XML support. Another important approach is called MADS [19], based on object-relational model which incorporates spatial and temporal modeling constructs.

V. CONCLUSION
This research proposes an architecture called STDDA for the design and implementation of STDBs. This framework is flexible because it is independent of any specific technology and product. Secondly, it is not restricted to specific spatial and temporal characteristics of an object but it can be integrated with new data types. Furthermore, this is a generic architecture for STDB design work with both relational and object oriented methodology. The paper presents different modeling approaches specifically in the context of spatial, temporal and STDB management. There are few limitations of the proposed framework. First, STDDA mainly deals with spatial and temporal dimension does not define techniques for multimedia data management. This framework is not applicable to real time database systems. Uncertain data and fuzzy data semantics are not included in the proposed model. In future, we extend this work to implementation phase and to develop spatio-temporal query language constructs and to incorporate more object oriented features in the design. We may further extend this work to introduce fuzzy semantics for spatio-temporal objects.
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